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Around the corner from a bland grey street in the work-
ing class Tres de Febrero suburb of Buenos Aires, a blue
boat starts to take form on a wall. Street artist Andres

Rotundo Fraga, wearing a green overall and armed with a
brush and some acrylic paint, has started a three-day project
aimed at reviving an apartment wall damaged by indecipher-
able graffiti.  

“The walls were damaged by vandals, by rude people,” says
80-year old Edith Campelo, who lives in the building.  “We
have no money to paint so the municipality kindly sent us this
great artist so we can embellish the wall.”  Though graffiti is
illegal in Buenos Aires, it is typically allowed if the building
owners give their permission. 

Sometimes, the government or local authorities fund the
murals themselves as a decorated wall tends to remain in bet-
ter condition than a plain one.  “It is in poor or middle-class
neighborhoods that people take care of a mural as one of
their own,” says Diego Silva, coordinator of the ART3 public
project that funds graffiti work in the Tres de Febrero munici-
pality.

“Four or five year-old murals can be damaged by the
weather and the deterioration of the wall, but never because
they’ve been vandalized. The murals are fully respected,” he
adds, as he stands in one of the most impoverished areas of
the municipality, in front of an impeccable mural of a red
lighthouse. 

ART3 and other government or non-government projects
in the city want to fight vandalism with street art, thereby
making residents more mindful of their surroundings and
improving their quality of life. “They’re not just drawings. From
the time we first started we always said it was something for
people to participate in,” says Silva of the district’s 400 murals.

Capital of street art 
In Europe, despite some artists gaining international fame

like Banksy, graffiti continues to be largely stigmatized and
synonymous with vandalism. But in Buenos Aires the opposite
is true. The Argentine capital has become one of the world’s
centers of street art with thousands of murals decorating
houses, schools and even churches. 

Muralists receive entire blocks or 25-meter-high facades to
express themselves using oil or acrylic paint and aerosol spray.
Festivals celebrate their work and some urban artists like
Martin Ron or Fio Silva have been asked to paint abroad.

“The murals are here to surprise, to add pleasure, art, cul-
ture and joy to the public space,” says Patricio di Stefano, the
sub-secretary of public space for the city of Buenos Aires,
which spends more than 60,000 dollars a year commissioning
graffiti.   Graffiti tour companies have also started to appear,
showing tourists the city’s great outdoor museum. 

Some murals feature local idols, like football star Carlos
Tevez, whose face is famously painted across a building in
Fuerte Apache, his poor Buenos Aires neighborhood. Other
murals portray centaurs, giant eyes and various multicolored
fictional creations coming straight out of the artists’ imagina-
tion.

For tour company Graffitimundo member Cecilia Quiles,
Buenos Aires’ vibrant urban art scene is partly a reaction to
Argentina’s 1976 to 1983 military dictatorship. “Buenos Aires is
a city that has been scarred”, says Quiles about those years
“when public monuments were actively cleaned up and graffi-
ti strongly repressed.”  Today, street art has given a new lease
of life to Buenos Aires’ walls, providing a new form of freedom
of expression and improving the quality of life of some of its
10 million residents. — AFP 

Buenos Aires fights vandalism with street art

NEW YORK: Jet-setting stallions and high-flying hounds at
New York’s Kennedy Airport can look forward to a new luxury
terminal that will handle the more than 70,000 animals flying
in and out every year. The ARK at JFK, its name inspired by
Noah’s biblical vessel, will more than measure up to terminals
for humans: Horses and cows will occupy sleek, climate-con-
trolled stalls with showers, and doggies will lounge in hotel
suites featuring flat-screen TVs. A special space for penguins
will allow them mating privacy. The ARK is billed as the world’s
first air terminal for animals.

Set to open next year, the $48 million, 178,000-square-foot
shelter and quarantine facility will take in every kind of animal
imaginable - even an occasional sloth or aardvark. From here,
they’ll head to barns, cages, racetracks, shows and competi-
tion venues in the United States and abroad.

Many arriving animals are quarantined for a period of time
(for horses, it’s normally about three days) to make sure
they’re not carrying contagious diseases. And The ARK is
designed to make their stay as pleasant as possible, with hay-
lined stalls for up to 70 horses and 180 head of cattle, plus an
aviary and holding pens for goats, pigs and sheep.

Minimize stress 
For dog owners, The ARK will offer a 20,000-square-foot

luxury “resort” run by the company Paradise 4 Paws, complete
with bone-shaped splashing pools, massage therapy and
“pawdicures with colored nail pawlish.” Dogs can watch flat-
screen TVs and their owners can check in on them via web-
cam. Cats will have their own trees to climb. And all animals
will have access to a 24-hour clinic run by Cornell University’s
veterinary college. Even animals that don’t need to be quaran-
tined - a huge dog that can’t fit in the cabin and has to travel
as cargo, for example - will be held at the facility until depar-
ture or pickup by its owner. “A lot of our design making is in
collaboration with veterinarians and consultants to help mini-
mize the amount of stress placed on the animal,” said Cliff
Bollmann, a leading airport architect working on The ARK for
the San Francisco-based architecture firm Gensler.

Kennedy receives the bulk of animals entering the United
States, but there are similar facilities near airports in Chicago,
Los Angeles, Miami and San Juan. Until Kennedy’s ARK opens,
animals in transit will continue to be handled at the airport’s

aging 10,000-foot Vetport, built in the 1950s. Lachlan Oldaker,
an Oklahoma-based equine specialist and key member of the
architectural team, called The ARK “an enormous leap for-
ward.” “The design allows planes to taxi directly to the build-
ing, so horses can be transported in a seamless fashion that
reduces stress,” she said.

The ARK is being built on the site of an unused cargo ter-
minal that has been demolished. ARK Development, an affili-
ate of the Madison Avenue real estate company Racebrook
Capital, has signed a 32-year lease for the airport property
with the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey agency
that runs Kennedy.

When completed, the facility is subject to approval by the
US Department of Agriculture. Animals will be charged fees -
still being determined depending on services - that will help
fund the terminal. High-end dog “suites” could top $100 per
night.

‘Poo chute’ 
Transporting animals by air is not aimed at low-income

owners. A flight to London for a dog can cost about $1,000,
plus a crate, airport fees and vet certifications. And moving a
horse can add up to at least $10,000. The ARK’s designers have
had to meet challenges not found in other architectural proj-
ects - for instance, figuring out how to dispose of animal
waste. They came up with the idea of a “poo chute,” an angled
floor from which manure slides into a container.

Among the supporters of this unusual animal kingdom is
Dr. Richard Goldstein, the chief medical officer at New York’s
Animal Medical Center, which treats sick animals of all species
from around the world. “Our veterinarians have often been in
a position of having to arrange transport for many of our trav-
eling patients at all hours of the day and night, and will look
forward to working with The ARK to make this experience bet-
ter for everyone involved,” Goldstein said. But even when it
comes to healthy animals, the equine wing is a welcome
improvement to international show jumper and organizer
Derek Braun.—AP

Aswarm of spontaneous selfie sessions has commenced
in the lobby of the Anaheim Convention Center as hun-
dreds of fans have gathered for impromptu interaction

with folks they watch online. There are no personal body-
guards or VIP areas. It’s simply a sea of human energy. “This is
why you come to VidCon right here,” says Nicole Perret, a 16-
year-old high school student from San Diego, as she waits to
pose for a photo with YouTube personality Olan Rogers.

In its sixth year, such frenzied exchanges are commonplace
at VidCon, the annual celebration of online video that kicked
off Thursday and continues through Saturday. It’s among the
reasons the convention continues to expand its footprint and
attract more corporate sponsors.

A few flights up on the third floor of the convention center,
the VidCon experience is a much more subdued affair for the
industry executives from online video networks, talent agen-
cies and corporations who are gathering to discuss where the
medium is headed and how to capitalize on those thousands
of passionate viewers downstairs - and the millions more
beyond the convention center.

“In our efforts to break down the walls, break down the
barriers, change the game, change the  industry and validate
ourselves, we use all these numbers and analytics,” said Sarah
Weichel, a talent manager who has guided the careers of such
popular YouTubers as Hannah Hart and Lilly Singh.  “Frankly, I
would encourage all of us to stop depending on it so much
this year and start speaking more to the artistry.”

For the first time since moving from a Los Angeles hotel to
across the street from Disneyland four years ago, VidCon is
occupying the entire Anaheim Convention Center to accom-
modate more sessions aimed at content creators and execu-
tives with such titles as “Building Brand Campaigns Across
Multiple Services” and “Community Driven Platforms: Fandom
and Dan Strategy.”

Despite the medium garnering billions of viewers - and
dollars - online video content creators still say they are fight-
ing for wider legitimacy. They’re also not content only produc-
ing online videos. “It’s a really big problem that we all contin-
ue to have,” said Rafi Fine, one half of the Fine Brothers, who
have amassed over 12 million subscribers and crossed over
into TV with shows for Nickelodeon and truTV. “It’s holding us
all back. So if we can have something like TV shows that do
really well, it’s only going to change the conversation about
what we’re all able to do.” — AP 

VidCon: A chance for fans to see 
online video stars in person

NYC’s Kennedy airport building 
luxury terminal for animals 

Madi Keller, 18, of Moorpark, Calif., strikes a pose at NBC’s
“The Voice” booth during the 6th annual VidCon held at
Anaheim Convention Center. — AP photos


